Preface

Among the Indian novelists writing in English, Malgonkar
ranks very high.Critics,however,.tend to dismiss him as a mere
storyteller,an entertainer.For example, Paul Varghese condemns
him for ‘his tendencies to concentrate his attention more on the
exotic and melodramatic than on the worthwhile aspects of Indian
life *, and Jill Hugh-Jones commenting on the use of English in
The Princes declares his Intention to 'prevent this kind of writing
from ever getting into print V My opinion is otherwise; I have
found a meaningful vision of life beneath the superficial
veneer of his delightful stories.
So far,except Prof.G.S.Amur and James Y. Dayanand,nobody
has made any serious attempt to evaluate Malgonkar fully as a
significant writer.Dr.Amur is the first to note that critical
attention has bypassed Manohar Malgonkar.Amur's analysis of each
/

Individual novel is well-studied and penetrating; but he has made
no attempt to look Into the consistent historical vision that
underlies Malgonkar's work as a whole.Moreover,he tends to look at
the historical element in Malgonkar's novels as documentation rather
than as the author's serious preoccupation.James Y. Dayanand,who
presupposes five separate themes in Malgonkar's novels 7/ith varying
emphasis in each novel,seems to dwell largely on the 'initiation'
theme, and. except in The Princes,his analysis pf the individual
works of Malgonkar does not appear to do full justice to Malgon
kar 's historical vision.Dayanand takes no notice of Malgonkar's
short -fiction,whereas Amur takes no cognisance of Malgonkar's

historical works.In my present study,which encompasses all works of
Malgonkar till April 1983t I propose to look at them hs artefacts
of his historical vision.
Malgonkar's insistence on the historical truth underlies
all his works,whether they are historical novels or historical
books.To analyse the historical aspect of all his works with refe
rence to his attitude to Indian history,and to study the function
ing of his historical Imagination,shall,therefore,be the principal
aim of this study.
First and foremost,I sincerely thank Dr.P.R.Kher,my Rese
arch Guide,for his help and guidance throughout my research work.
Untiringly,he went through my drafts again and again,always sugges-s
ting points of improvement* that have raised my thesis to the
present level.Without his guidance,I am afraid,my work would have
been mediocre and pedestrian.
I thank Dr.S.K.Desai,Professor and Head,Department of
English,Shivaji University,for encouraging me to work on this
topic and for offering some valuable suggestions.
I thank Manohar Malgonkar for giving me an opportunity to
have a long and useful discussion with him which helped me fill
many gaps in my information.
I thank Shri.S.M.Garge and Col.Dinkar Kerkar, Malgonkar*s
intimate friends,for furnishing me with a lot of Information about
Malgonkar and his life.
I.thank Shri V.B.Parab,the librarian of ray College,Shree
Warana Mahavidyalaya,Warananagar,for securing most of the books
I needed,with his resourceful nature.

I thdnk my wife,S,Asha,without whose constant prodding
I would not have been able to finish my thesis in time and whose
indefatigable help in checking and re-checking my typescripts was
my greatest time-saving assaet.And I thank my sonfAbhay who pre
pared the final typescript.
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